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Gap: Classroom to Fieldwork
Photo by Shoufa Lin
Project 2 – Leveraging the use of a Google 
Expedition Kit to engage and motivate 
students in immersive learning experiences 
that are otherwise impossible (i.e. Geologic 
History of the Grand Canyon) or not feasible 
(i.e. 3D perspective of volcanoes) or invisible 
(i.e. Age dating rocks). 
Courses: Earth 121L (F), Earth/Enve/Geoe/Cive 153 (W/S), and Earth 235 (F)
Proposal: Using Emerging Technologies to enhance field, experiential and 
active based learning in Earth and Environmental Sciences 




• 2 Multi-Port USB 
Chargers
• 1 Android-Based 
Teacher Tablet
• 1 Router
Charging 20 Phones Simultaneously
• 1 Pelican Case
• 20 Virtual Reality 
Viewers and 20 
Android-Based 
Student Phones










UW VR/AR Community of Practice (CTE/CEL)
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What do you see? How does this make you feel?
https://edu.google.com/intl/en_ca/products/vr-ar/?modal_active=none
How would this differ if you were immersed?
Perceived advantages and disadvantages 
of this system in geoscience education
Advantages
• Cost-effective (other VR/AR options or traveling expenses)
• Self-contained (phones, connected, communicate, battery power)
• Already tested classroom technology (K-12 Pioneer Program 2015)
• Versatile (start, pause, transition, pointer, draw, viewing location)
“Best entry level system because it is cost-effective, self-contained, 
already tested and versatile for teachable moments.”








Perceived advantages and disadvantages 




Spatial and Temporal Thinking
System and Field Thinking
Do you see individual components that are organized and connected? Best geologists are those that have seen the most!
You can travel anywhere in the world (Google Street View) and back in time!
What does a Google Expedition look like?
Scenes (6 in this “Geology” Expedition)
What does a Google Expedition look like?
What does a Google Expedition look like?
Point of 
Interest
What does a Google Expedition look like?
Another Point of Interest
• Pre-selected
• Newly-selected
What does a Google Expedition look like?
Where are the 
students looking?
Teacher annotations…
What does a Google Expedition look like?
What if a teacher 
wants the student’s 
attention?
What does a Google Expedition look like?
What does a Google Expedition look like?
What does a Google Expedition look like?
Contextualize rock in the 
U Waterloo Peter Russell 
Rock Garden
Canada’s Deadliest Rockslide










In the UW Earth Science Museum
Perceived advantages and disadvantages 
of this system in geoscience education
“Best entry level system because it is cost-effective, self-contained, 
already tested and versatile for teachable moments.”
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